SAVE Colorado Summer Treatments and Trainings 2018
Please read and listen very carefully to the link below because it has a lot to
do with your life and the rest of it...and be sure to read this message all the
way until its end for some surprising statements!

Lebron James,
Cleveland Cavs leader and power forward
talks about what happened after NBA Championship Game 1:
And
✓ Losing the Championship series
✓ Losing partially the use of his shooting hand
✓ Losing his temper
Clik, watch, listen...
https://youtu.be/sbJvgzr6gNQ
Notice his words,
What happened?
(It was) “Uhhh, self-inflicted...
I had emotions on the way the game was taken away from us (by the refs),
I had emotions on the way, um, you just don’t get an opportunity like this on the road
versus Golden State to get a Game 1...
I let the emotions get the best of me...
pretty much played the rest of the 3 games with a broken hand so...”
His emotions did get the best of him...
(Actually, as you will learn, he didn’t have a choice)
And it cost him...it cost him dearly...
How?
It cost him...
✓ A broken hand
✓ A broken team performance
✓ A broken chance at the championship
✓ A broken reputation
...what else will it end up costing him?
More importantly,
what will your emotions end up costing you?
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When you just stop...
and consider this fact,
Emotions are ruling your game...of life.
And they are working on you every day...
Since before you were conceived...
...Not just a 3x world champion like Le Bron James.
Please understand,
Emotions work for you, but they can also work against you...a LOT!!!...by shutting
down your body functions & health, relationships, and your ability to enjoy life.
Question is...
Are they costing you your championship?
The championship of your life?
In the game of life,
One unsuspecting accident can forever alter your life, or worse, cost you your
life...Are you willing to take that chance when you could put an end to that with
easy-to-use SAVE techniques?
In the game of life,
Relationships can either thrive or break down as engrained emotional/spiritual
patterns repeat and become compulsive. Are you willing to risk going thru the
bitter pain of relationship break downs your whole life? Or, would you rather live
with the big ease of good emotions available to all and easily set forth thru simple
SAVE techniques?
In the so-called game of life,
Some people say it’s about the spiritual...
But how are you going to get closer to the
Divine if your subconscious programming about God etc. is one of underlying,
hidden anger or resentment connected to the way you were treated by your mom
and/or dad at an early age?
What if there is a way to simply and easily improve these things instantly and
continue to do so daily?...to a place where you really could feel your life
progressing to a better place in a better way?
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Tim Toula, acupuncturist, chiropractic practitioner, and professional climbing
guide and author, has gone deep sea diving into this realm of human emotional,
spiritual, and physiological research. He has brought back a treasure chest of
important revelations from the sea of human emotion and spirituality.
A treasure chest he is willing to open and share with you in the form of trainings
and treatments he has dubbed
S.A.V.E.: Structured Activation of Voice Energetics
He began opening up this SAVE research, treatments, and training to the public
in August 2016. Since then, many of those first participants have seen the beauty
of these understandings and felt their lives change for the better. At the same
time, these same folks have been able to improve the lives of those around them.
This August 17-19th and August24-26th, 2018 in Frisco, Colorado
(90 min west of Denver), he will offer again a LIVE SAVE TRAINING in person to
those who wish to attend: those who have already attended SAVE in the past
and those who have yet to attend.
You will be personally and individually treated and group treated to:
*Improve your Health Conditions and Energy in the first 10 minutes
*Release Pain Patterns
*Remove Accident Patterns
*Improve Sex and Sexual Relationships
*See, hear, and feel things you haven’t ever experienced before
*Enhance your sports performance
*Amplify your learning abilities
*Watch your fellow participants improve before your very eyes
*Bring forth goodness in your life in the way that is in the flow of Divine
Order
...and much more!
You will be trained to help others with these SAVE understandings and
techniques to improve the lives of many...and the fun part of it is...
it is so easy, and you can do it!
You will receive the truth of knowing your body and its physiological responses in
truth and/or in error in the energy of your water, nutrition, emotional and spiritual
energy.
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We have researched and improvised many new techniques since SAVE
appeared in December 2015 and since the last Live events in 2017.
There will be several new, lightning-fast SAVE techniques demonstrated that
improve the function of the conscious-subconscious (God Mind) connection:
energizing the body, balancing the body, and cleansing the body of energetic,
emotional, and spiritual error through the workings of Sacred Geometry and
Structured Energetics. You will not wish to miss these because you deserve to
see, hear, and feel what is possible.
You will not be disappointed because
You will be fascinated, amazed, enlightened, and improved!
Whether you’ve experienced SAVE before or not,
YOUR LIFE as you know it, will never be the same.
You are coming to get cleared of many negative emotional/spiritual scenarios that
are in your blind spots. We are going to make sure you remove those blind spots
so you can be and see, you, for the truest, most thriving, loving person you can
be at the time you walk out the door for home...and beyond...the most powerful
version of you that you have ever, or never, known before.
This SAVE Seminar is for everyone...from the unborn to 120-year-olds. If you
think you are outside the world of difficult emotions or spiritual energies, consider
being in the seat first. ;)) No matter what your training, your status, or your belief,
this SAVE Seminar will improve your life as you feel called to attend.
If you or a friend were to find interest and you wish to know more about this
SAVE Event in Colorado this summer, please text or write back and request more
info asap! Hurry, it is 12 days away and it is limited to the first 10 people.
So, write or call me if you were to truly desire to improve your life by taking part in
these SAVE Live Events.
I will send you more info on the Treatments, Live Events, and Payment Schedule.
Thank you for your consideration,
Tim Toula
970-485-3026
timtoula@hotmail.com
Www.naturalactionwater.co/research

Ps... There are ample opportunities for adventure recreation in Summit County,
Colorado’s picturesque alpine scenery. Beautiful hikes with cool temps from easy
to advanced await in the high country.
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If you were to wish to try your hand at rock climbing or standing on top of a
Colorado mountain with marvelous panoramas outside the SAVE Seminar,
Tim Toula and the other friendly guides at Rocky Mountain Guides
offer you that experience as well...
See www.rockymountainguides.com
Enjoy fishing, boating, or sailing on Lake Dillon, bike up to Vail Pass, mountain
bike Keystone, Breckenridge, or Copper Mountain’s great trails.
Sample elegant dining at Keystone’s noteworthy chef school restaurant, The
Ranch, or tram ride up to Alpenglow Stube, then enjoy a wonderful Breckenridge
Music Festival event on days around and between SAVE events.
There is a wealth of fun things to see and do in the area.
Some techniques you are not going to believe nor want to miss, just
simply benefit from and enjoy thoroughly at this SAVE Conference:
*Remove tiredness in 30 seconds
*Reduce mosts pains in less than 1-2 minutes
*Remove toxins from your life instantly and forever
*Release phobias in less than a minute
*Improve anyone’s Breathing in 1 minute
!
(validated by Western medical vital signs)
*How to improve your memory in 60 seconds
*Learn foreign languages more easily
*Learn more about business than in any business school
*Instantly improve your sport or any skill from the inside out,
!
(not the normal outside in)
*Experience structured water and air in ways not seen before
*Enjoy your life more fully
Today, as I was finishing this text, I realized something incredibly huge!
If I only knew SAVE as a 3-year-old child, or better, in my momma’s tummy, and
what SAVE taught me today, how incredibly different and magnificent my life would have
been from the start...but now, it’s just gonna have to to be that “different and
magnificent” from this moment on...I will be sharing this come August 17th.
We will see more miracles happening in this SAVE Training than any other SAVE
Training to date...I Promise...do not miss it!
“I am in this World to change the World...to its best!”
“Are you with me?”
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High Mountain Views

Rock Climbing above the Valley

Enjoying
Lake Dillon

Breckenridge Music Festival
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As part of the August SAVE,
You will receive:
*Acugraph testing showing you your -current energy levels
!
!
!
!
!
!
-meridian energetics
!
!
!
!
!
-acupuncture points to treat yourself
!
!
!
!
!
!
-herbal formulas
*Heart Sound Recordings showing you
!
-your heart sound health and performance in Mitral, Tricuspid, Aortic, and
!
Pulmonic Valves
!
-your nutritional weaknesses as they relate to the heart and the rest of your
!
body
*Vital Sign Testing of Body Temperature, Pulse Rate, Respiration Rate, and Blood
!
Pressure as well as the changes over the trainings and treatments
*Other body tests that will validate your improvements with the SAVE training
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
You will walk away with the ability to
-Start your day in an emotionally balanced place
-Start your day feeling great, with energy
-Maintain an optimal level of health
-Remove tiredness in 30 seconds
*Reduce mosts pains in less than 1-2 minutes
*Release phobias in 1-2 minutes
*Remove toxins from your body instantly and forever
*Improve anyone’s breathing in 1 minute
!
(...validated by western medical vital signs)
*Activate your memory more fully in 60 seconds
*Accelerate you foreign language learning
*Improve your business more than in any business school
*Instantly improve your sport
!
or any skill from the inside out,
!
(not from the normal outside in)
*Experience structured water and air in ways not seen before
*Enjoy your life more fully
*Help others out of pain
*Increase harmony in your home
*Create positive environments for you
!
and others wherever you go
*Bring forth positive changes in the world
SEE you there!
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